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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL REVIEW 

 

A. Vocabulary Learning  

1. Definition of Vocabulary 

Vocabulary is a list or set of words for particular language or a 

list or set of word that individual speakers of language might use 

(Hatch and Brown, 1995). It focuses on words that sounds and 

meaning and it is a word that we arrange together to make sentence, 

conversations, and discourse of all kinds. Meanwhile (Schmit cited in 

He, Ying 2010: 5) vocabulary is a knowledge of words, including 

explanations of word meaning. A word is described as a sound or 

combination of sounds, or its representation in writing or printing that 

symbolizes and communicates a meaning. 

Vocabulary acquisition is important in learning language as a 

second or foreign language. The acquisition of vocabulary is essential 

for successful second language use, because without an extensive 

vocabulary, we will not be unable to use the structure and functions we 

may have learned for comprehensible communication (Rivers cited in 

Nunan, 1991:117). It means that vocabulary has been mastered if they 

want to master English well.  

From the definition above, it can be concluded that 

vocabulary is a set of words that is used to communicate in a language. 
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Without vocabulary, people cannot communicate effectively or express 

their idea in both oral and written form. Therefore, the students should 

have to obtain vocabulary mastery. 

 

2. The Types of Vocabulary 

Hatch and Brown, 1995 has divided vocabulary in two types, 

namely: 

a) Receptive vocabulary is words that the students recognizes 

and understand when they occur in a context, but which he 

cannot produce correctly. They are words that are often 

less well known to students and less frequent in use. 

b) Productive vocabulary is words that the students 

understand, can pronounce correctly and use constructively 

in speaking and writing. They are words that are well 

known, familiar and used frequently. 

 

3. The Importance of Vocabulary 

 A good knowledge of vocabulary is essential for communication. 

Although grammar and vocabulary are complementary, with a bit of 

negligence Wilkins (1972) as cited in Bastanfar (2010) asserts that 

“without grammar, very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary, 

nothing can be conveyed”. It means that vocabulary has important role 

in learning English. 
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Vocabulary is one of basic in language learning. Therefore, 

vocabulary will have an actual effect on one’s language proficiency. 

Without vocabulary, skills of language learning including listening, 

speaking, reading and writing cannot be successfully achieved. We 

cannot deny that vocabulary learning a very important role in second 

language learning and a large vocabulary will help learners improve 

their language proficiency. By knowing a lot of vocabulary, it will 

enable us to communicate with other in an appropriate way.  

In short, if we want to communicate with other in certain language, 

we must master the language they belong to especially to know enough 

vocabulary of those language.  

 

4. Vocabulary Learning  

Vocabulary is one of the language aspect which should be learnt. 

Learning vocabulary is important because we are able to speak, write, 

read or listen in English, definitely we have to know vocabulary first. 

There are numerous ways of helping students to acquire knowledge 

of many words and proficiency in their use. But, there is no sufficient 

evidence to show which strategy of learning vocabulary work best at 

different levels and with learners of different degrees of ability. The 

following are ways that are stated by Diana Larsen Freeman (1983:3) 

stated in Hakim (2011): 
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a. Translation of literary passage 

Students translate a reading passage from the largest language 

into their native language. The reading passage focused for 

several classes: vocabulary and grammatical structure. 

b. Antonym/Synonym 

Students are given one set of words and asked to find 

synonym/antonym in the reading passage. Or students are 

asked to define a set of words based on their understanding as 

they occur in the reading passage.  

c. Fill in the blank 

Students are given a series of sentences with words missing. 

They fill in the blanks with new vocabulary items. 

d. Memorization  

Students are given list of target language vocabulary words and 

their native language equivalents and are asked to memorize 

them. 

e. Use words in sentences  

In order to show that students understand the meaning and use 

of a new vocabulary item, they make up sentences in which 

they use the new words. 

 While according to Lado (1972:1) cited in Wahyuni 

(2010:15) there are several ways that the learner can learn 

English vocabulary such as: 
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a. Dictionary  

As a language learner, we have to have at least one good 

dictionary. When we have trouble in catching the meaning of 

word, dictionary can be used effectively to find a quick 

definition. 

b. Note book  

One of the effective ways to control the learning of new word 

is keep a vocabulary note book. We may want to keep small 

one in our pocket and we bring it, so that we can write down 

words whenever we hear or see them. 

c. Guessing the meaning  

Especially in reading, sometimes we will find words that we do 

not know the meaning. It is not absolutely necessary for us to 

understand the sentence. Therefore, we can not always open the 

dictionary every time when we meet a strange word. Wait and 

see if something else in the context will give us a clue to its 

meaning. 

d. Games  

Games is a technique, which help and encourage many learners 

to sustain their interest in study.  

e. Study Word in Family  

This kind of study can easily do by students. By this way we 

make list of items that naturally occur together, part of human 
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body, article of clothing, food and so on. Each person can make 

a list according to their interest.  

 In conclusion is that we cannot deny that vocabulary is one 

of the important things in learning English. We can use several 

ways to learn vocabulary depend on our interest.  

 

5. The Aspects of Vocabulary 

When we learn vocabulary we have to understand the aspect of 

learning vocabulary. The aspects of vocabulary learning covers: 

(Lado cited in Mardianawati, 2012:11) 

a. Meaning  

A word may have more than one meaning when it is used in 

different context. In order to discover the meaning, the teacher can 

use ways such as guided discovery, contextual, guesswork and 

using dictionaries.  

b. Spelling  

In learning vocabulary, spelling is important because it help 

in reading and to connect the sounds and letters.  

c. Pronunciation  

Pronunciation of word is what someone hears when others 

say the word. What speaker means to say might be difficult to 

understand by the listener when the sounds produces are incorrect.  
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d. Word Classes  

Word classes are categories of word. The classification of the 

words of a language in this way depends on their function in 

communication. Nouns can occur in certain places of sentence and 

serve certain function. Verbs also occur in certain places and have 

special function, so word class is important in lexical feature. 

e. Word Use  

Word use is how a word, phrase or concept is used in 

language. Word use may also involve grammar and thus be the 

subject of profound analysis. (Mardianawati, 2012:11) 

 

B. Learning Strategies 

1. Learning Strategies  

One of the success determinants in the educational program is 

specified by learning strategy. In general, strategies is an outline to do 

an effort to achieve its intended purpose. (Iskandarwassid and 

Sunendar, 2008:3) 

Learning strategy is as one of education component and method 

that will be selected and used by lecturer or teacher and student in 

order to the learning goal can be achieved effectively and efficiently. 

Nunan (1991: 168) says that learning strategies are the mental 

processes which learners employ to learn and use the target language.  
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Based on the definition above, it can be concluded that learning 

strategies are the mental processes activities or a particular method 

used by students to achieve their own successful learning in the target 

language. 

 

2. Vocabulary Learning Strategies  

Learning language is needed strategies, therefore to achieve the 

goal result of learning vocabulary, students must manage the learning 

by strategies. The most important point that there are different ways to 

know a word, which is considered sufficient knowledge under one 

circumstance will probably not be sufficient under others. The 

specificity of any individual’s knowledge about a word depends on the 

person and his or her motivation, desire, and needs for the word. 

Brown and Payne in Hatch and Brown (1995:373) suggest that five 

essential steps in learning vocabulary to increase vocabulary 

competence of the students, they are: 

a. The first essential step is encountering new word that is having 

a source for words (e.g. learning new words by reading book, 

listening to radio, watching TV and reading newspapers or 

magazine) 

b. The second step is getting the word form. 

This step appears to get a clear image visually or auditory or 

both of the form vocabulary item. The importance of getting 
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the form of the word also appears when students are asked to 

give definition for words. It means that in this step, the students 

have to find out the image of the new words that have been 

found. By having the clear image of the words, hope that the 

students will understand the words easily. 

c. The third step is getting the word’s meaning.  

This step includes such as asking native speakers what the 

word means, asking the people who speak native language the 

meaning of new word and explaining. It means that the 

students try to find the meaning of the words by asking to 

someone that knows well about meaning. 

d. The fourth step is consolidating words form and meaning in 

memory. 

Brown and Payne said that many kind of vocabulary learning 

drills, such as flashcard, matching exercise, crossword, puzzle, 

etc. It means that the students should do drills to make them 

remember about the words. 

e. The fifth step is using words. 

Some would argue that this step is not necessary if the students 

only know the meaning of the words. However if the goal is to 

help the students move as far along the continuum of word 

knowledge as they can, word use in essential. It means that 

after the students get the clear image of the words and they 
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have known the meaning of the words and they have remember 

it in their mind, now it’s time for them to use the words in a 

sentence or in a phrase. It can help them to understand where 

the words should be placed. 

 

3. Taxonomy of Vocabulary Learning Strategies  

According to Schmitt (1997) in Man (2008:14) there are two main 

groups of strategies. Those strategies are: 

1. Discovery Strategies  

Discovery strategies are the strategies that are used in 

discovering the meaning of a new word.  

The type of discovery strategies such as: 

a. Determination Strategies 

These strategies are used when learners meet the new word 

and learners try to discover the meaning by guessing it. 

Other ways to discover the meaning of a new words, 

through analyzing part of speech, affixes and roots, 

guessing from context, or using reference materials such as 

dictionary or word list.  

b. Social Strategies 

Social Strategies use interaction with other people to 

improve language learning. In the other word, these 

strategies are used to understand the word by asking 
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someone who knows it. Learners may ask someone who 

knows to help discover a new meaning, teachers and peers 

are often in this position. For example, ask the teacher to 

translate the new word, ask classmates for meaning, and 

discover new meaning through group work activity. 

2. Consolidation Strategies 

According to Schmitt (1997) in Man (2008:14), consolidation 

strategies deal with the consolidation a word once it has been 

encountered. 

The type of consolidation strategies such as: 

a. Memory Strategies  

Memory strategies involve relating the word to be retained 

with prior knowledge. These strategies contain of image 

word’s meaning, connect word to a personal experience, 

connect the word to its synonyms and antonyms, use 

semantic maps, group words together, study sound of 

words, say word aloud, image of word form, underline 

initial letter.  

b. Cognitive Strategies 

These strategies contain of verbal or written repetition, 

word list, flash card, listen to tape of word list, keep 

vocabulary notebook, and taking note in the class and use 
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vocabulary section in textbook can help the learners study 

target word.  

 

c. Metacognitive strategies 

These strategies are defined as a conscious overview of the 

learning process and making decisions about planning, 

monitoring, or evaluating the best ways to study. 

 From the explanation above, it can be seen that in 

learning vocabulary there are some strategies that can be 

used by the students. Through these strategies, students will 

be able to comprehend vocabulary easier 
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Table 2.1  

(Schmitt, 1997:10): Five Strategies in Learning Vocabulary 

Strategies  Sub-Strategies  Number of 

questionnaire 

Strategies for the discovery  

Determination Analyzing part of speech  1 

Analyzing affixes and roots  2 

Using bilingual or monolingual 

dictionary  

3 

Analyzing any available picture or 

gesture 

4 

Guessing the word from textual context 5 

Social  Asking teacher for a synonym, 

paraphrase, or L1 translation of new 

word 

6 

Asking classmates for a meaning  7 

Discussing meaning in a group  8 

Interacting for English with native 

speakers  

9 

Practicing English with other people 

with has better ability  

10 

Strategies for consolidation  

Memorization  Writing a new word in a sentence so I 

can remember it 

11 

Using physical actions when learning 

words 

12 

Studying spelling of new words 13 

Grouping words together to study them  14 

Saying new word aloud when studying  15 

Cognitive  Verbal and written repetition  16 

Making word lists 17 

Recording vocabulary from English 

soundtrack movies. 

18 

Listening to tape word lists  19 

Making a vocabulary notebook 20 

Metacognitive  Finding the new words from English 

media  

21 

Testing oneself with word tests  22 

Using word game  23 

Skipping or passing new word 24 

Continuing study word over time  25  
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C. Previous Studies in Vocabulary Learning Strategies  

Noor and Amir (2009), “Exploring the Vocabulary Learning 

Strategies of EFL learners”. Explored the strategy used of vocabulary 

learning among a group of EFL learners. The purpose of this study was 

explored the strategies most often used by the EFL learners. The results of 

this study revealed that the strategies most often used by the EFL learners 

were memorization (in term of mental image), dictionary strategies and 

linguistic clues. However, the least used of strategies discovered were note 

taking strategies.  

Riankamol (2008), “A Survey Study of Vocabulary Learning 

Strategies of Gifted English Students at Triam Udomsuksa School in the 

First Semester Academic Year 2008”. This research investigated the most 

and the least frequently used vocabulary learning strategies adopted by 

English gifted students of Triam Udomsuksa School in the first semester 

of the academic year 2008. The results indicated that the used of 

metacognitive strategies are most frequently used by English gifted 

students who were considered high proficient students in English. And the 

least frequently used of vocabulary learning strategy were cognitive 

strategies.  
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